Introduction
The advent of high-throughput sequencing has resulted in massive genomic datasets, some consisting of assembled genomes but others consisting of raw reads. We consider how to reduce the amount of space needed to index a set of reads, in particular how to reduce the number of runs in the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) that is the basis of FM-indexing. The best current fully-functional index for repetitive collections [2] uses space proportional to this number.
Bauer-Cox-Rosone
Bauer, Cox and Rosone [1] proposed a multi-string version of the BWT, which we call BCR: each string is considered cyclic and all the characters are sorted into the lexicographic order of the contexts that follow them (wrapping around if necessary to break ties). BCR has the advantage that inserting or deleting a string in the collection requires only inserting or deleting a subsequence in the BWT. Other approaches (e.g., [3] ) achieve better compression but sacrifice BCR's indexing functionality.
Extending Reads
When the coverage is reasonable, the readset is repetitive. This means copies of the same character in the genome in different reads, will tend to be adjacent in the BWT, creating runs whose length is roughly the coverage. This breaks down at the end of the reads, however, because the characters there lack sufficient context to be sorted properly.
We can reduce the number of runs by extending the reads, giving the last characters "fake" contexts, but not including those extensions in the BWT. For example, the BWT of GATTAGATACAT$ is TTTCGGAA$AATA, with 8 runs; if it is covered by the reads shown on the left below, then the BCR is
with 18 runs; if we append the extensions shown on the right below and exclude those extensions from the BWT, however, then we get TTTTTTTCGGGCGAAAAAAAAAAATTA , again with 8 runs.
Considering the extensions when sorting disrupts the Last-to-First (LF) mapping, which takes the position in the BWT of a character and returns the position in the BWT of the character preceding it in its read. The LF mapping is normally a permutation (since the reads are considered cyclic), but now the first and last characters in each read are not in its pre-image and image, respectively. We can still implement the LF mapping compactly, however, by first setting L to be the BWT with the first character in each read in lowercase, and then building F by writing above each character in L the character following it in its read or, if it is the last character, a lowercase character chosen to minimize the number of runs. In our example,
considering upper-and lowercase characters to be different. We can rank on L and select on F efficiently by run-length encoding them, considering upper-and lowercase characters to be the same (so F has at most one run for each character in the alphabet), and marking the lowercase characters in them with two bitvectors.
Experiment
We generated enough 200-bp reads for 30x coverage of a 25000-bp DNA file from the Pizza&Chili corpus. The average run-length with BCR was 17 and the average run-length using 20-bp extensions was 43 -a 2.5-fold improvement. For this experiment we took as extensions the characters following the reads in the text, but we are developing ways to generate extensions via partial assembly, that consider only the readset. Taking into account all auxiliary data structures, we expect our approach will prove competitive with the encoding in [3] , which does not work as an index.
Indexing
Given a pattern P , we can apply backward-stepping to find efficiently the interval in L containing characters preceding occurrences of P in the extended reads. For example, for P = ATA, we find the interval L[10..12] = GgC: the G is from TAGATA, the g is from GATAC and the C is from ATACAT -which contains ATA only when we append its extension AGA so L[12] is a false positive. (Notice we do not find the G in TTAGA, even though it too precedes ATA when we append its extension.) We can determine quickly whether there are any true matches, however, and return the position of one; we are working to develop full index functionality with query times independent of the number of false positives.
